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Abstract

The special knowledge deficiency does not give the possibility to the majority of people to

pattern their behaviour in a correct way on radiation problems and to estimate faithfully the

possible damage rate to the health of a human being from the different radiation sources
effects. Studying of the public opinion in Belarus has shown that one of the results of the
Chernobyl NPP accident consequences is inseparability of nuclear and radiation danger in

public consciousness. The anonymous questionnaire of the inhabitants living in various
Belams regions has been carried out aiming at definition of a general radiation erudition, as

well as revealing the knowledge of the population about the effect of power stations (nuclear

and thermal) on the environment and the human being health. Answers on questions

connected with power have shown a very poor erudition of population about ecological
advantages and drawbacks inherent in thermal and nuclear power plants. The majority of the

respondents (about 80%) does not know about the absence Of C02 discharge and oxygen
preservation in the air.

The questionnaire analysis shows that people are exclusively frightened with radiation from

NPPs, but the rest sources of radiation effect do not cause so anxiety and apprehension.

People in Belarus have learrit well that the reason of the majority of the diseases is radiation,

so it can be frequently heard not only from mass media, but also at scientific conferences and

seminars. Most of medical workers are sure that all diseases are caused by radiation. The

deficiency of special knowledge on nuclear technologies in the people majority and

availability of a great amount of contradictory and untrue information supplied by mass media

result in overestimation of danger from energy objects and underestimation of the increased

radiation dose from other sources consequences, for example, under roentgen medical

examination and treatment.

The investigations carried out will help to arrange accents correctly when enlightening a

number of problems, especially in women's audience, in order to show the situation in power

truly and objectively and to increase the level of acceptance of nuclear power as the necessary

and sufficiently safe energy source for the environment.
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